
Development of Scientific 
Leadership in Africa



1- Many indicators of global science showed the 
high discrepancies between advanced economies and 
developing countries

2- The constraints of building research capacity
in Africa have been identified at biomedical, 
clinical and operational level

3- Policy and regulatory: many deficiencies
identified

Background



The mission of the EDCTP:

- Develop new clinical interventions to fight 
HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis

By integration of European research efforts

in partnership with Africa.

Does Africa have what it takes to provide the lead in 
addressing directly, in the most specific manner 
possible?

- How to approach the challenge?

EDCTP Challenge



PI (North), Co-PI (South) issue
To develop a system for measuring scientific leadership in 
Africa (experience, publications,management of research
activities, …)
The scientific leader should manage the funds and be paid
fairly
Be inspired by the U.S. leadership programme
EDCTP should develop an inventory of scientific African
leaders
Experience of DNDI: African country PI and site Pis
EDCTP should be cautious about true versus fake partners
To contribute to the integration and coordination of the 
European research effort in Africa

How to Define African Scientific
Leadership/ proposal for 
demonstrating this leadership ?



Recommendation 1

- To have  a clear and comprehensive
definition of African scientific leaders 
(African participation does not mean African
leadership)

- Inventory of African scientific leaders (on-
going DCCC/ AO) and to involve all parts of 
Africa that are currently neglected



2% of health budget committed to 
research by the African health
ministers should be put in a common
pot for African sites

Recommendation 2



Bring together Stakeholders (scientists, 
phamaceuticals, developers, funding 
agencies,… ) in a Meeting (s) in Africa under 
the auspices of NEPAD/AU and the 
EC/EDCTP
(to create efficient partnership in Africa, integrate 
the European research effort in Africa and to select 
late-stage products with high relevance to Africa , 
prioritise, and promote their investigation in as 
comprehensive effort as possible)

Recommendation 3
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